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A Message from the Chief Executive
I founded the Assetz group of companies in 1999
[VJYLH[LHTHYRL[SLHKPUNZV\YJLMVYJHYLM\SS`
ZLSLJ[LKWYVWLY[`HUKÄUHUJPHSPU]LZ[TLU[ZHUK
education required by you, today’s investor.
>OPSZ[V]LY[OLSHZ[ML^`LHYZ[OLTHYRL[ZOH]L
been incredibly turbulent, this has created some
of the best investment conditions an investor will
probably ever encounter.
>OL[OLYP[PZPU[OL[HUNPISLIYPJRZHUKTVY[HYVM
a buy-to-let investment, or the interest payments
received from a cash investment, you will never
OH]LZ\JOHUVWWVY[\UP[`[V[HRLJVU[YVSVM`V\Y
ÄUHUJPHSKLZ[PU`HNHPU^P[OZ\JOOPNOYL[\YUZHUK
MYVTZ\JOHSV^THYRL[WYPJLWVPU[

Our investment consultants can help you to
formulate a realistic strategy, through our one-toone portfolio planning sessions using software
I designed many years ago to plan my own
successful investments.
I wish you every success with your investments
and hope that you will avail yourself of the wide
range of expertise and experience that our team at
(ZZL[aOHZ[VVќLY0HSZVSVVRMVY^HYK[VTLL[PUN
you at one of our future events.

Stuart Law, CEO of the Assetz Group
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Established in 1999 - Founded by
Stuart Law
(ZZL[aPZHNYV\WVM^LSSRUV^UHUK
very successful property investment
sourcers and advisers.
O[[W!^^^HZZL[aJV\R
0845 400 7000

The Assetz Group
(ZZL[aPZHNYV\WVMZ\JJLZZM\SHUK^LSSRUV^U
WYVWLY[`HUKÄUHUJPHSZLY]PJLZJVTWHUPLZ[OH[
OH]LNYV^UWYVÄ[HIS`HUKVYNHUPJHSS`ZPUJL

Bringing high-quality investments to the private
investor, Assetz is focused entirely on empowering
you to achieve your wealth goals.
Assetz has grown to become a source of
PU]LZ[TLU[WYVK\J[ZHUKRUV^SLKNLMVYHSS[`WLZVM
investors with varying budgets.
>OL[OLY`V\HYLQ\Z[Z[HY[PUNV\[^P[O`V\YÄYZ[
buy-to-let property, or you are an established
PU]LZ[VYSVVRPUNMVYIV\[PX\LVYI\SRPU]LZ[TLU[Z[V
add to your portfolio, Assetz provides a full range
of products, services and support to assist you.

0UVYKLY[VOLSW`V\THRLPUMVYTLKKLJPZPVUZHUK
continue to build on your investment plan, Assetz’
clients are aided by a set of investment support
services which include investment education,
portfolio planning and mortgage advice.
Our services run throughout the buying
process to after completion. A full sales
progression and aftersales service is in place to
OLSWLѝJPLU[S`JVTWSL[LHWYVWLY[`PU]LZ[TLU[
transaction and ensure that the investment delivers
its intended objective.
Investing through Assetz gives you the peace of
mind that you are dealing with a long-established
brand and the largest private investor organisation
¶^OL[OLY`V\HYLZLLRPUNHX\PJRYL[\YUVUJHZO
HVULVќWYVWLY[`PU]LZ[TLU[VYZ\WWVY[^P[OHM\SS
portfolio.
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Assetz for Investors provides a complete service for all types of
buy-to-let investors, from sourcing the best deals, free education
and advice, mortgage services and investment after-care.
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What we do

Established in 1999 - Founded by
Stuart Law
Sister company to Assetz PLC
O[[W!PU]LZ[VYZHZZL[aJV\R
0845 400 9000

(ZZL[a^VYRZJSVZLS`^P[OKL]LSVWLYZHUKV[OLY
professionals through the property investment
HUKÄUHUJPHSZLY]PJLZPUK\Z[YPLZ[VZV\YJLHUK
provide exclusive property deals that are not
H]HPSHISLHU`^OLYLLSZLVU[OLTHYRL[VI[HPUPUN
large discounts to pass on to our clients. With a
JVUZ[HU[ÅV^VMOPNO`PLSKPUNI\`[VSL[Z[VJRHUK
[VVSZ[VI\PSK\WVUPU]LZ[TLU[RUV^SLKNL(ZZL[a
provides everything needed to create a successful
property portfolio.
Whether you are a new or seasoned property
PU]LZ[VY`V\^PSSÄUKUVIL[[LYZV\YJLVM
PU]LZ[TLU[RUV^SLKNLLK\JH[PVUHUKHK]PJL[OHU
at Assetz.
Our experienced property consultants are on
OHUK[VN\PKL`V\[OYV\NO[OLWYVJLZZVќLYPUN
H^LHS[OVMRUV^SLKNLHUKHK]PJLVU[OLTHYRL[
In addition to this, Assetz clients have exclusive
access to our investment guides, which can be
used alongside attending educational events
[VI\PSK\WHZ[\YK`RUV^SLKNLVM[OLWYVWLY[`
THYRL[^OPJO^PSSHZZPZ[PUTHRPUNWYVÄ[HISLZHML
investment decisions.

MyPortfolio
Our portfolio planning service utilises a combination
of one-to-one consultancy and our unique portfolio
planning software system. MyPortfolio assists in

creating realistic strategies for property investment
by building a detailed investment model which will
help to achieve your long-term income aims.
This tool allows investors to project and assess
income from previous and potential investments
in order to help to build a dynamic and balanced
portfolio of properties. We recommend this service
[VHU`VULSVVRPUN[VZLYPV\ZS`JYLH[LHSVUN[LYT
income solution.

A Variety of Investments
(ZZL[aVќLYZWYVWLY[`PU]LZ[TLU[VWWVY[\UP[PLZPU
YLZPKLU[PHSI\`[VSL[I\SRHUKVќTHYRL[YLZHSL
housing, overseas and student property. With
a variety of alternative investments, the Assetz
service is tailored to meet your portfolio demands.

Resale Property
(ZZL[aVќLYZH]HYPL[`VML_JP[PUNWYVWLY[`
PU]LZ[TLU[ZHJYVZZ[OLI\`[VSL[THYRL[PU[OL<2
and overseas. We specialise in sourcing carefully
researched, high-income, discounted repossessed
properties for our clients.
With these investments, we carry out the sourcing,
vetting, purchase process and also the entire
[YHUZHJ[PVUPUJS\KPUN[OLVќLYÄUHUJLSLNHSZHUK
any refurbishment, ensuring our clients receive a
hassle-free, high-quality investment opportunity.
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New-Build Property
>P[OHJJLZZ[V[OLILZ[VM[OLUL^I\PSKZ[VJR
VU[OLTHYRL[(ZZL[aPZHISL[VVќLYL_JS\ZP]L
high-yielding, discounted, new-build apartments
WYVK\JPUNOLHS[O``PLSKZ;OLZLPU]LZ[TLU[ZVќLY
L_[YLTLS`OLHS[O`JHZOÅV^HUKUVTHPU[LUHUJL
issues.
We have built up a reliable supply of high-quality
KL]LSVWTLU[ZMVYV\YJSPLU[Z[OH[VќLYL_JLSSLU[
discounts, free equity and high yields, meaning all
properties are heavily cash positive immediately.

Student Property
Purpose-built student property is another
investment area in which Assetz has been a longstanding advocate. Its development into a global
asset class over the past few years has shown
that, despite the turbulence of the economic
downturn, student property remains resilient to
cyclical economic patterns. Purpose-built student
property is one of our primary recommendations to
[OVZLSVVRPUNMVYHSVUN[LYTYL[PYLTLU[ZVS\[PVU
Assetz sources only the highest-quality student
Z[VJR[OH[TLL[Z[OLKLTHUKZVM[VKH`»ZZ[\KLU[
WVW\SH[PVULUZ\YPUNSV^YPZROPNO`PLSKPUN
VWWVY[\UP[PLZMVYV\YPU]LZ[VYZ>VYRPUN^P[OHZZL[
managers who are incredibly experienced in letting
out student property also ensures full occupancy
for minimum void periods.

Assetz provides opportunities for investment
PU[V[OLW\YWVZLI\PS[Z[\KLU[WYVWLY[`THYRL[
PUWYVSPÄJ\UP]LYZP[`JP[PLZHUK[V^UZHJYVZZ[OL
<20UWHY[PJ\SHY[OLKL]LSVWTLU[ZPU[OVZLJP[PLZ
which experience high demand for such properties
V]LYHSHJRVMZ\WWS`LUZ\YPUNZHMLWYVÄ[HISL
investments for our clients.

Management
(ZZL[aVќLYZZLY]PJLZ[VHZZPZ[PU[OLTHUHNLTLU[
of buy-to-let investments, including a partner
UL[^VYR[OH[SL[ZHUKTHUHNLZWYVWLY[PLZ
prepares condition reports and refurbishes
older properties. These services help to create
SHUKSVYKWYV[LJ[PVUHUKHOHUKZVќL_WLYPLUJLMVY
investors.

Sales Progression
Our sales progression team is dedicated to
providing fast completions and ensuring the
success of investments after their purchase. We
build up strong relationships with vendors and
client solicitors, enabling any potential issues to
be dealt with swiftly and without means of lengthy
legal correspondence.
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Assetz Finance is a specialist team of Independent Financial
Advisers with over 30 years of industry experience. Assetz Finance
SURYLGHVVPDUWıQDQFLDOVROXWLRQVIRUSURSHUW\LQYHVWRUVRĳHULQJ
tailored independent mortgage broker advice and services.
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What we do

assetz

TM

F I N A N C E

Established in 1999 - Founded by
Stuart Law
Assetz Finance comprises of
an expert team of fully-qualified
mortgage specialists.
O[[W!MPUHUJLHZZL[aJV\R
0845 400 8000

Covering an array of services for investors, Assetz
-PUHUJLOHZHSS[OLÄUHUJPHSZVS\[PVUZHWYVWLY[`
investor needs. From buy-to-let and commercial
mortgages, residential purchases, secured loans,
IYPKNPUNHUKKL]LSVWTLU[ÄUHUJL[VHYHUNLVM
protection services.
With our clients’ best interests at heart, we source
competitive deals for all types of property and
V\YL_WLYPLUJLKIYVRLYZHYLUV[IPHZLK[V^HYKZ
HU`WHY[PJ\SHYWYVK\J[Z>L^VYRVUILOHSMVMV\Y
JSPLU[Z[VVќLYPTWHY[PHSHK]PJL[VOLSWÄUK[OLILZ[
mortgage rates available.
(ZL]LY`L_WLYPLUJLKI\`[VSL[PU]LZ[VY^PSSRUV^
OH]PUNHOPNOX\HSP[`TVY[NHNLIYVRLY[VHJ[MVY
`V\PUH[YHUZHJ[PVUJHUTHRL[OLKPќLYLUJL
IL[^LLUWYVÄ[HUKSVZZHUK[OLKPќLYLUJL
between going ahead with an investment and
turning it down.
Whether you are a new or seasoned investor,
(ZZL[a»L_WLYPLUJLKÄUHUJL[LHTJHUWYV]PKL`V\
^P[OPTWHY[PHSJVTWYLOLUZP]LÄUHUJPHSHK]PJLHUK
ZLY]PJLZ[OH[HYLVM[LUKPѝJ\S[[VVI[HPULSZL^OLYL

Buy-to-Let Finance
Assetz Finance can help all types of investors with
their buy-to-let purchases. With access to the
^OVSLVMTHYRL[HZ^LSSHZUPJOLWYVK\J[Z[OH[

are not readily directly available to investors,
the Assetz Finance service ensures the right
mortgage is tailored to suit your particular
requirements.

Other Services
5V[VUS`KVLZ(ZZL[a-PUHUJLVќLY[OLILZ[
WYVK\J[ZMVYI\`[VSL[ÄUHUJPUNI\[HSZVHYHUNL
of other products. These include secured loans,
IYPKNPUNÄUHUJLJVTTLYJPHSTVY[NHNLZHUK
KL]LSVWTLU[ÄUHUJL
>LHSZVVќLYTVY[NHNLWVY[MVSPVYLÄUHUJPUN[V
assist in saving money by switching products,
in addition to active monitoring of remortgage
opportunities.
(ZZL[a-PUHUJLHSZVVќLYZSPMLJV]LYJYP[PJHSPSSULZZ
and income protection services to help protect
your buy-to-let investments

Consultations
6\Y[LHTVML_WLYPLUJLKTVY[NHNLIYVRLYZ
SVVRH[LHJOJHZLPUKP]PK\HSS`VќLYPUNZWLJPHSPZ[
JVUZ\S[H[PVUZHUKÄUHUJPHSYL]PL^Z[VHZZPZ[PU
successful property portfolio planning.
If you are unsure about what type of mortgage you
need, our consultants will be on hand to guide you
PU[OLYPNO[KPYLJ[PVUHUKZV\YJL[OLILZ[ÄUHUJPHS
products for you.
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Assetz Capital peer-to-peer lending aims to provide a fairer return
on your investments on the fastest growing online platform in the
UK. Historically, lenders have been able to generate an average
interest rate of 9.44% pa gross on their loan portfolio with Assetz
Capital*. In order to protect our investors, we always take asset
security on each and every loan.
* The rate shown refers to the
average rate of return of all loans
appearing on the Assetz Capital
platform during the period 30
Sept 2013 – 30 Sept 2014.
7KHVHDUHJURVVıJXUHVEHIRUH
allowances for tax, any defaults
that may occur or any fees or
charges which may apply. The
performance represented is
historical; past performance is
not an indicator of future results
and investors may not recover
the full amount invested.
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What we do

assetz
assetz

TM
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Established in 2012
Founded by Stuart Law, Andrew
Holgate, David Penston & Chris
Mellish.
^^^HZZL[aJHWP[HSJV\R
0207 870 1023

Assetz Capital is a peer-to-peer lending company
which brings the Assetz community of private
investors together with small and medium sized
businesses, property developers and organisations
SVVRPUNMVYHSVHU[VOLSW[VÄUHUJL[OLPYWYVQLJ[Z
)`J\[[PUNV\[[OLIHURZ(ZZL[a*HWP[HSHPTZ[V
provide a fairer deal for investors and borrowers
HSPRL0U]LZ[PUN[OYV\NO(ZZL[a*HWP[HSHSSV^Z
investors to share in the funding of a portfolio of
loans to credit-worthy businesses. It is professional
SLUKPUNI\[^P[OV\[[OLIHURZ
Our lower running costs allow Assetz Capital to
VќLY[OLWV[LU[PHSMVYOPNOLYPU[LYLZ[YH[LZ[OHU
investors may be currently enjoying, whilst allowing
IVYYV^LYZ[VHJJLZZHќVYKHISLÄUHUJLMVY[OLPY
business.
>LZLLR[VTPUPTPZLHU`YPZR[VV\YSLUKLYZI`
ensuring that all of our loans have realisable asset
security in place as a condition of receiving the
funding.

Who we lend to
SMEs: Assetz SME Capital provides funding to
ZTHSSHUKTLKP\TZPaLKLU[LYWYPZLZPU[OL<2
Property Developers: Assetz Development
Capital is focused on prime London and regional
YLZPKLU[PHSKL]LSVWTLU[M\UKPUNPU[OL<2HZ^LSS
as funding student accommodation projects.

Both lenders and borrowers using this service
HYLHSZVJVTMVY[LKPU[OLRUV^SLKNL[OH[(ZZL[a
I\`[VSL[KP]PZPVUJHUYLK\JL[OLYPZRVMWYVWLY[`
development by providing a developer exit route
option.

Why invest with Assetz Capital?
Regulated: Assetz Capital is authorised & regulated
by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA).
Established: With over 5,900 investors registered
and £50M lent to date (October 2014), Assetz
Capital is one of the world’s leading P2P lenders.
Experienced: The Assetz Capital team has close
to 100 years of professional lending and credit
L_WLYPLUJL[OH[P[HWWSPLZ[VÄUKPUNHUKTHUHNPUN
credit-worthy loans for investors.
Free: We don’t charge any lender fees, all costs are
paid by the borrower.
Quick: After registering online investors start to
earn interest as soon as they invest.
Secure: (ZZL[a*HWP[HS[HRLZHZZL[ZLJ\YP[`[V
protect all investments. We don’t just rely on
WLYZVUHSN\HYHU[LLZI\[PUZ[LHK^L[HRLJOHYNLZ
over property, equipment and other assets worth
more than the loan.
Flexible: Investors can cash in their investments at
HU`[PTLZ\IQLJ[[VKLTHUKVUV\Y(M[LYTHYRL[
HUKPU]LZ[VYZHYLUV[[PLKPUMVYÄ_LK[LYTZ
Controlled: Our customisable online platform gives
investors total control and transparency over their
investments and returns.
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(ZZL[a,K\JH[PVUVɈLYZH]HYPL[`VM[VVSZ
to assist and support our clients with their
PU]LZ[TLU[QV\YUL`>P[O`LHYZVML_WLYPLUJL
in the industry, our expertise helps to guide
our clients in order to better equip them with
knowledge to make the right investment choices.
The best way to educate yourself on property
investment is to continually read what is going
VUPU[OLWYVWLY[`^VYSK[HSR[V[OVZL^OVHYL
Z\JJLZZM\SHUKUL[^VYR^P[OV[OLYWYVWLY[`
PU]LZ[VYZ(ZZL[a,K\JH[PVUVќLYZHWSH[MVYTMVY
you to do precisely that.

Events
Assetz Education holds courses and events on
]HYPLK[VWPJZHUKHYLHZVM[OLWYVWLY[`THYRL[[V
help assist with every aspect of investment. These
events include Members’ Days, seminars and
educational courses.

Members‘ Days
The Assetz Members’ Days are an exclusive
JOHUJL[VL_WLYPLUJL[OLSH[LZ[THYRL[\WKH[LZ
presentations and product showcases from across
the Assetz group of companies. These events
also provide our clients with exclusive access to
property promotions and new launches.

Educational Courses
Our educational courses are designed for both
beginners and more experienced investors. We
HPT[VZOHYLV\YL_WLY[PZLVU[OLTHYRL[[VLX\PW
you with everything needed to start or grow your
property portfolio.
The beginner courses are designed for people new
[V[OLWYVWLY[`THYRL[HUKHSZVJV]LY[OL^PKLY
PU]LZ[TLU[THYRL[WSHUUPUNHWVY[MVSPV[`WLZVM
PU]LZ[TLU[HUKÄUHUJPHSZ
For the more experienced investor, we also run
intermediate courses which are focused on
WYLKPJ[PUN[YLUKZHZZLZZPUN[OLJ\YYLU[THYRL[
place, portfolio planning and analysis of your
current properties.

Online Member’s Area
In addition to the events and courses which Assetz
Education runs, we also provide a variety of tools
to assist our clients in constantly building on the
RUV^SLKNLVM[OLPUK\Z[Y`[OYV\NOV\YVUSPUL
members area.

Reports
6\YVUSPULTLTILY»ZHYLHVќLYZHJJLZZ[V
Z[H[PZ[PJZTHYRL[[YLUKZHUKKL[HPSLK7+-YLWVY[Z
VUTHYRL[JVUKP[PVUZHUKPU]LZ[TLU[SVJH[PVUZ
around the country.

E D U C AT I O N

